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PARALLEL INTERFACE
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

PARALLEL INTERFACE

Parallel output is the standard one for singleturn absolute encoders mainly because it provides the data output in a ‘bit by bit’  way so there is 
basically a pin for each bit.
So to reduce number of wirings alternative transmission protocol as Serial Synchronized Interface (SSI) or fi eld buses (PROFIBUS) have been 
implemented.

Output data can be in Gray or Binary format.

Output data in Gray format:

Output data can be available, depending on models, in both Gray and Binary standard. In the latest encoder generation, the Binary output is 
obtained by ASIC devices processing the Gray code signals coming from the photo-receiver circuit.
However, in the Binary code the correct output data issue is still intrinsically present due to the multiple bit status transitions between contiguous 
positions. In order to avoid this problem an output sync signal (STROBE) is given.
Output data in binary format:

There are several output confi gurations to satisfy different electronic specifi cations requested from the controllers. Standard outpus are: NPN, NPN 
OPEN-COLLECTOR, PNP OPEN COLLECTOR, PUSH-PULL.
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INPUT STATE HIGH STATE LOW
U / D Inverts the code No effect

LATCH Blocks the code No effect

RESET Output reset No effect
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As previously mentioned, external signals can control and command encoder output as reported below.

STANDARD SIGNAL

• U/D: the encoder will increase the counting while the shaft 
   rotates clock-wise. It is equivalent to rotate the encoder shaft in 
   the opposite direction.

OPTIONAL SIGNALS
(directly contact our offi ces for availability):
• LATCH: when connected, it maintains the current data output.  
   In this way, while the encoder shaft is turning, the output 
   data doesn’t change.
• RESET: it sets the zero position.
• STROBE: this signal is available only with binary code and 
   indicates when it is possible to read the data. In fact, the logical 
   status of the STROBE changes when the data is available (all 
   bits have been updated).

COMMAND INPUTS AND OPTIONAL OUTPUTS


